Beginner - Elementary Division (1st – 4th grade)

Level A

FJH Publishing Company
Solo Pieces

Kevin Costley: Jazzy!, Goodnight Golden Moon, Ozark Dance, Three Wishes, Turkey Talk
Mary Leaf: A Frightful Night, Autumn Days, Along the Blackfoot, Beautiful Dolphin, Creeping Footsteps, Echoes of Scotland, Going Buggy, Halloween Is Coming Soon, It’s Halloween, Night Songs, Night Songs, On the Trail of Buffalo, Pixie Pranks, Raindrops On My Window/Sunshine At My Door, The Little Red Caboose, This Wondrous Night, The Wooly Mammoth, Twilight Bells, Witches on Broomsticks, Zoo On Saturday
Edwin McLean: Cartoon Kids, Frogs, Joe the Bully, Lollipops and Butterflies, Magic Pony, Mister Boko, My Scooter, Ogg The Caveman, Snagglefritz, What Do You Do?
Kevin and Julia Olson: Simply Silly!, Sneaking Cookies, The Dandelion Song, The Piano-Playing Skeleton, Potato Bug
Christopher Goldston: Circus Tumblers, Crown Jewels, Festival!, Fiesta Cha-Cha, Sweet Dreams, Temple Breezes, The Lady and the Dragon
Elizabeth Gutierrez: At the Air Show, Chugga Chugga Choo-Choo, Crazy Cars, Monster Truck March, Sail Away With Me, Spirit of the Stallion
John Robert Poe: An Important Event/Marching Tune, Flights of Fancy, I’d Rather Be, Look Who’s Visiting My Garden, On the Other Hand, Twirling Around/Fairy Tale
Judith R. Strickland: Evening at the Ballet, Sail-Away Sonatina, The Llama
Karen Ann Krieger: Butterfly Game
Kathleen Massoud: Hide and Seek, Moonlit Shores
Kristeen Polhamus: Polka Dot Notes
Lois Rehder Holmes: Burglers at Sunrise, Something’s Under My Bed, Song of the Sea
Loretta Pritchard: Jamaican Vacation, The Lonely Ghost, The Squeaky-Squawky Carousel
Marlene Sugarman Scherk: My First Halloween at the Piano
Martin Cuellar: First Winter’s Snow
Nancy Lau: Diamonds in the Sky, The Butterfly
Pat Heldman Johnson: Bunny Jumparoo, Cool Dog, Mr. Cat, Rainbows are Beautiful
Rebecca A. Pulju: Tarantula’s Twist
Sara Krohn: Sunny Strut
Satish Bhakta: The Bat-Cat-Hat-Flat Song
W.T. Skye Garcia: I Love My Piano, Just Like Dad!, Wind Through the Trees
Wynn-Ann Rossi: Build a Blanket House, Eat My Vegetables!, Old Man Oak Tree, Rock Scissors Paper

Collections
On Your Way to Succeeding with the Masters
The Sparrow’s Song – Timothy Brown p. 42
Study – Bela Bartok p. 43
Gradus No. 8 – Samuel Adler p. 44
Polka – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 44
Tiresome Prank – Erik Satie p. 45
Playing – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 46
The Old Gypsy Violin – Kevin Olson p. 47

The Festival Collection Book 1
Trumpets – Martin Kutnowski p.26
Snowflakes Gently Falling – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p.27
The Sparrows – A. Rubbbach p. 28
Hungarian Song – Bela Bartok p. 29
Arabian Dance – Timothy Brown p. 30
Air for Southpaw – Arthur R. Frackenpohl p. 31
The Shepherd Plays – Tat’iana Salutrinskaya p. 32

The Festival Collection Book 2
To The Garden – Alexandre Tansman p. 40
Rippling Waters – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 41
Mister Czerny in New Orleans – Manfred Schmitz p. 42
Waltz Time – Manfred Schmitz p. 42
The Bear – Vladimir Rebikov p. 43
Long Gone Blues – George Frederick McKay p. 44
Two’s Company – Alec Rowley p. 46
Una Capricciosa Nuvola Estiva (A Capricious Summer Cloud) – Rederico Ermirio p. 48
Etudes with Technique Book 1
  Woodland Elves – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 9
  The Great Gate of Kazan – Timothy Brown p. 11
  Stop at Nothing – Timothy Brown p. 16
  Ice Crystals – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 21
  Der Dudelsack Op. 95 No. 1 – Heinrich Kaspar Schmid p. 25
  Two by Two – Robert Schultz p. 26
  This Great Land – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 34
  Song of the Mountain – Robert Schultz p. 37

Contemporary Collage; Music of the 21st Century, Volume 1, Book 1 - Various Composers
In Recital throughout the Year - Volumes 1 and 2, Books 1 and 2
FJH Solo Standouts Books 1 – Various Composers
Focus on Jazz Series
In Recital with Little Pieces for Little Fingers Book 1 – Various Composers
In Recital with Little Pieces for Little Fingers Children’s Songs – Various Composers
Spotlight Piano Solo Collections Book 1 – Various Composers
Written for You Piano Solo Collections Book 1 – Various Composers
My Kind of Music Book 1 – Kevin Olson
Be a Star! Book 1 – Kevin Costley
Snapshots – Kevin Costley
A Leaf Collection Book 1 – Mary Leaf
Together at the Piano Book 1 – Edwin McLean
Echoes, Pictures, Riddles, and Tales for Piano Solo – Martin Kutnowski
Expressive Etudes, Primer – Suzanne W. Guy
Expressive Etudes, Book 1 – Suzanne W. Guy
Fantastic Fingers Book 1 – Christopher Goldston
Jewish Festival and Folk Songs, Book 1 – David Karp
Look What I Can Do! – Reed Burkholder
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volume 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
C is for Circus, Book 1 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
My World in Motion, Book 1 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
Sounds Around Me, Book 1 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
On Stage! Books 1 and 2 – Christopher Goldston
Stories in Sound Book 1 – Valerie Roth Roubos
Melody’s Choice Book 1 – Melody Bober
All Creatures Great ... But Small – Melody Bober
Solos in Style, Book 1 – Melody Bober
My First Recital Book, Volumes 1 and 2 – Melody Bober

Alfred Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Lynn Freeman Olson: Further Along, All Night Long, Dance from Afar, Lazy River, Mister Fancy
  Flea, Spooky Night, Make it Snappy, Rhythm Machine, Silver Bugles, Tricky Trampoline, Yankee
  Doodle Drum

Collections
  Twenty-Four Pieces for Children, Op.39 – Dimitry Kabalevsky
Menagerie – Lynn Freeman Olson
Play For Fun – Lynn Freeman Olson

Other repertoire:
Solo Pieces
Burch: Astronaut’s Salute, Swing Along
Glover: Crickets, Lonely, March of the Fleas, The Merry-Go-Round, Our School Band, Questions and Answers, Smoke Signals, Sneaky Creepy Things
Marwick: Walkin’ the Bass
Nagy: Oriental Land

Collections
Piano Recital Album, Level 1 and 2 Solos - Schultz

Solo Pieces
Bela Bartok: First Term at the Piano, Sz. 53 (No. 1 Moderato, No. 4 Dialogue, No. 7 Moderato, No. 8 Andante, No. 9 Moderato)

Collections
Fifty-Five Small Pieces, Book 1 – Kadosa
Cats – Last
The First Concert – Last
Playaway - Last

Solo Pieces
Seven Little Pieces - Burgess
MacLachlan: Climbing, Little Tarantella, Yellow Butterfly

Collections
Nature Pieces, Book 1 Scene 1 - Beard
Nature Pieces, Book 1 Scene 2 – Beard
Assorted Chocolates –Poe
A Baker’s Dozen – Poe
Meanwhile, Back at the Castle – Poe
Miniscules – Schonthal
Potpourri – Schonthal
Twenty-Four Pieces for Children, Op.39 – Dmitry Kabalevsky
Portraits, Book 1 – Lampkin
Pageants for Piano: First Folk Song Pageant/Folksong Pageant Book 2A – Waxman
Piano Pageant Book 2 – Waxman
The Contemporary Performer, Book 3 – Noona
Styles – Repertoire for Gifted Pianist, Book 2 – Noona
Happy Time, Book 1 – Alexander Tansman
Ferell: Floating Clouds, Monkey On A String, Sad Mood, The Pharoah Speaks, The Old Jalopy
Cats, The First Concert, Playaway – Last
Frost: Chimes Through the Mist, Evening Bells
Holst: Black Pirates
Burnam: 15 Men on a Pirate Boat, In the Forest Tall, Parakeet, Sunset Time
David Karp: Bugles and Drums; The Busy Little Train
A Day in the Jungle – George
A Day at the Zoo – David Karp
Configurations, Book 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B – George
Kaleidoscope Book 2 – George
Twenty-Four Pieces for Children, Op.39 – Kabalevsky
Suzuki Piano School, Volume 1 – Suzuki
Burch: Astronaut’s Salute, Swing Along
Burnam: 15 Men on a Pirate Boat, In the Forest Tall, Parakeet, Sunset Time

Solo Pieces
Burnam: 15 Men on a Pirate Boat, In the Forest Tall, Parakeet, Sunset Time
Copland: Cobbler Cobbler Mend My Shoe
Glover: Crickets, Lonely, March of the Fleas, The Merry-Go-Round, Our School Band, Questions and Answers, Smoke Signals, Sneaky Creepy Things
Ferell: Floating Clouds, Monkey On A String, Sad Mood, The Pharoah Speaks, The Old Jalopy
David Karp: Bugles and Drums; The Busy Little Train

Collections
Accents on Solos, Level 2 – Gillock
A Day at the Zoo – David Karp
Big Note Solos – Gillock
Piano All the Way, Book 3 - Gillock
Playtime at the Piano, Book 2 – Butler
Twenty-Four Pieces for Children, Op.39 – Dimitry Kabalevsky
Elementary Division (1st – 4th grade)
Level B (late elementary – more challenging than level A)

The FJH Music Company
Solo Pieces


Kevin Olson: A Piano Riddle, Jazzy!, Goodnight Golden Moon, Ozark Dance, Three Wishes, Turkey Talk, Echoes of Egypt, Elephant Stomp

Kevin Costley: Creepy, I’ve Got a Secret, Little Cloud, Lost Star, My First Sonatina, Softly Whisper

Mary Leaf: Agent In Disguise, First Light, Going Buggier, Making Mischief, Snowflakes Dancing, Wagons on the Plains

Edwin McLean: Call of the Wilderness, Ghost Waltz, Really Big Words, Reflections, The Enchantment, Yard Sale U.S.A.

Kevin and Julia Olson: The Autumn Song, The World Keeps On Spinning

Anita Brandon: Ballerina Waltz, Thundering Drums

Barbara Leaman Lopez: Skippin’ Along

Beatrice A. Miller: Interval Suite

Christopher Goldston: Festival!, The Lady and the Dragon

C.S. Wolf: Monkey Business

David Karp: Halloween Witch, Lullaby, Solo Souvenirs

Elizabeth Gutierrez: Crazy Cars, Spirit of the Stallion


Eric Baumgartner: Evening Promenade

Gretchen Heller: Puppy Play

John Robert Poe: Flights of Fancy, On The Other Hand, Please Feed the Animals

Judith R. Strickland: Sail Away Sonatina, Three Country Dances

Kathleen Massoud: Castle Days, Moonlit Shores

Lois Rehder Holmes: Bittersweet

Martin Cuellar: First Winter’s Snow, The Silent Garden

Mary K. Sallee: Rabbits in the Snow

Maureen May: School’s Out!

Nancy Lau: On Halloween

Pat Heldman Johnson: Waltz Rosé

Reed Burkholder: Look What I Can Do!, Monkey Bars

W.T. Skye Garcia: Free Fall, I Love My Piano, Starlight Lullaby

Wynn-Ann Rossi: A Day in the Life of a Cat, Nuts and Bolts, Old Man Oak Tree, One Inch Taller, Once There Was A Boy, Once There Was A Girl, Shadow Paintings

Melody Bober: A Sunny Day, Canyon Run, Carnival Caprice, Clever Cat, Dancing Donkey, Fiesta, Fire Engine Boogie, Get a Clue, Leprechaun’s Jig, Loco-Motive, March Royale, Masked Rider, Minute March, My Dog Rusty, My Red Racer, Nightwatch, Olde English Dance, Raindrop
Serenade, Ramblin’ Rails, Rio Rhumba, Sneaky Salamander, Starfish, Swans in the Sunset, The Comet’s Tail, Things That Go Bump In The Night, Waltz in the Wind

COLLECTIONS

On Your Way to Succeeding with the Masters
- **The Sparrow’s Song** – Timothy Brown p. 42
- **Study** – Bela Bartok p. 43
- **Gradus No. 8** – Samuel Adler p. 44
- **Polka** – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 44
- **Tiresome Prank** – Erik Satie p. 45
- **Playing** – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 46
- **The Old Gypsy Violin** – Kevin Olson p. 47

The Festival Collection Book 1
- **Trumpets** – Martin Kutnowski p.26
- **Snowflakes Gently Falling** – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p.27
- **The Sparrows** – A. Rubbach p. 28
- **Hungarian Song** – Bela Bartok p. 29
- **Arabian Dance** – Timothy Brown p. 30
- **Air for Southpaw** – Arthur R. Frackenpohl p. 31
- **The Shepherd Plays** – Tat’iana Salutrinskaya p. 32

The Festival Collection Book 2
- **To The Garden** – Alexandre Tansman p. 40
- **Rippling Waters** – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 41
- **Mister Czerny in New Orleans** – Manfred Schmitz p. 42
- **Waltz Time** – Manfred Schmitz p. 42
- **The Bear** – Vladimir Rebikov p. 43
- **Long Gone Blues** – George Frederick McKay p. 44
- **Two’s Company** – Alec Rowley p. 46
- **Una Capricciosa Nuvola Estiva (A Capricious Summer Cloud)** – Rederico Ermirio p. 48

The Festival Collection Book 3
- **Highwayman’s Tune** – Bela Bartok p.58
- **Play it Again** – Christopher Norton p.59
- **Machines on the Loose** – Kevin Olson p. 60
- **Five Variations on a Russian Folk Song (Op. 51, No. 7)** – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 62
- **The Elegant Toreador** – Seymour Bernstein p. 66
- **Waltz (Op. 105, No. 7)** – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 68
- **Little Shepherd** – Samuel Maykapar p. 70
- **Playing Soldiers (Op. 31, No. 4)** – Vladimir Rebikov p. 71
- **Waves** – Emma Lou Diemer p. 72
- **The Lady and the Dragon** – Christopher Goldston

Etudes with Technique Book 1
- **Woodland Elves** – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 9
- **The Great Gate of Kazan** – Timothy Brown p. 11
- **Stop at Nothing** – Timothy Brown p. 16
- **Ice Crystals** – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 21
- **Der Dudelsack Op. 95 No. 1** – Heinrich Kaspar Schmid p. 25
- **Two by Two** – Robert Schultz p. 26
- **This Great Land** – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 34
- **Song of the Mountain** – Robert Schultz p. 37
Etudes with Technique Book 2
Etude from First Term at the Piano, No. 5 – Bela Bartok p. 10
Etude – Emil Sochting p. 11
Round Dance from First Term at the Piano, No. 6 – Bela Bartok p. 16
A Porcupine Dance Op. 89, No. 8 – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 17
Blast Off – Robert Schultz p. 21
In the Distance – Robert Schultz p. 24
Etude from The Flower Basket, Op. 308 – Fritz Spindler p. 25
The Young Mustangs – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 28
A Toad Went A Jumpin’ – Timothy Brown p. 34
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat from Piano Pieces for Children, No. 25 – Soulima Stravinsky p. 36
Crystal Mountain Falls – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 37
Cops and Robbers from Piano Pieces for Children, No. 23 – Soulima Stravinsky p. 41
Pendragon Castle – Valerie Roth Roubos p. 47

Contemporary Collage; Music of the 21st Century Volume 1, Books 1 and 2 - Various Composers
FJH Solo Standouts Books 1 and 2 – Various Composers
Focus on Jazz Series
In Recital Throughout the Year; Volumes 1 and 2, Books 3 and 4 – Various Composers
Solo Standouts Book 1 – Various Composers
Spotlight Piano Solo Collections Books 1 and 2 – Various Composers
Written for You Piano Solo Collections Book 2 – Various Composers
My Kind of Music Books 1 and 2 – Kevin Olson
Showcase Solos, Books 1 and 2 – Kevin Olson
The Best of Kevin Olson Book 1 – Kevin Olson
Be a Star! Books 1 and 2 – Kevin Costley
A Leaf Collection, Book 1 – Mary Leaf
Miniatures Books 1 and 2 – Edwin McLean
Together at the Piano Books 2 and 3 – Edwin McLean
Expressive Etudes Books 1 and 2 – Suzanne W. Guy
Fantastic Fingers, Book 2 – Christopher Goldston
Four Miniature Suites – Valerie Roth Roubos
At the Seashore Volume 1 – Bruce Berr
Color Me Jazz Book 1 – Lee Evans
Jazz Piano Projects – Ann Collins
Best-Liked Solos – Reed Burkholder
C is for Circus, Book 2 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
Color Me Jazz Book 1 – Lee Evans
Echoes, Pictures, Riddles, and Tales for Piano Solo – Martin Kutnowski
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volume 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Musical Treasures Volume 1 – Andrey Komanetsky
My World in Motion, Book 2 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
On Stage! Books 1 and 2 – Christopher Goldston
Sounds Around Me, Book 2 – Elizabeth W. Greenleaf
Stories In Sound Books 1 and 2 – Valerie Roth Roubos
Picture This! Book 1 - Valerie Roth Roubos
Travel Tunes – Valerie Roth Roubos
Tunes for a Rainy Day – Valerie Roth Roubos
Surprising Solos, Books 1 and 2 – Wynn-Anne Rossi
Solos in Style, Book 2 – Melody Bober
Just for Fun, Books 1 and 2 – Melody Bober
Melody’s Choice Books 1 and 2 – Melody Bober
All Creatures Great . . . but Small – Melody Bober

Alfred Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Mier: Ragtime Charlie, Fiddle Tune
  Lynn Freeman Olson: Brief Encounter, Night Clouds, Stroll On A Warm Day, Camel Ride

Solo Pieces
  Glover: The Great Smokey Mountains, The Hunters, sassy Sue, Wow! New Shoes
  Lynn Freeman Olson: Brief Encounter, Night Clouds, Stroll On A Warm Day, Camel Ride
  Rodgers: The Gypsies Are Coming
  George – Hummingbirds, Dulcimer Tune, Dialogue

Collections
  Echoes of Japan – Burnam
  Playtime at the Piano, Book 2 – Butler
  Accent on Solos, Book 2 – Gillock
  Piano All The Way, Level 4 – Gillock
Intermediate Division (5th and 6th grade)

The FJH Music Company

Solo Pieces


**Kevin Olson:** At A Paris Café, Autumn Ballad, Bad News Blues, Cuban Nights, Desert Shadows, Hungry Mosquitoes, Japanese Temple, Monday Mornin’ Blues, Navajo Legend, Showdown in Dodge City, Sonatina of the Old West, Stargazing, Stormchasers, The Troubadour, Tick-Toccatina, Time’s Up!, What I Did Last Summer

**Kevin Costley:** A New Beginning, A Walk Through Time Suite, Be Cool – Play Jazz!, Clown Rag, Land of Many Waters, Mighty Eagle, Moonlight Sleigh Ride, More Romantic Portraits, Mountain Rhapsody, Phantom of the Haunted House, Shanghai Shuffle, Snapshots, Snow Angels, Struttin’ Uptown, Sunset Over the Bay, That Halloween Cat!, The Mysterious Private Eye, Zigzag Rag


**Edwin McLean:** Bayou Boogaloo, Impressions on Rock Bone Wood Earth, Light One Candle, Party Monster, Reverie, Sonatina in a Neoclassical Style, The Old Soft Shoe

**Andrean Moon:** Moonlight Waltz

**Anita Brandon:** South of the Border

**Barbara Martyska:** Cloud Watching

**Betsy Jackson:** Beach Salsa

**Bill and Pat Medley:** Sonatina No. 2, Tarantelle

**Carolyn Miller:** A Long Goodbye, A Perfect Day, Daydreams, Midnight Chase, Old Time Rag, Prelude Numbers 1-3, Riley’s Rhapsodie, Rivers of America: A Tribute, Saturday Night, Strollin’ Along, The Mystery of the Canyon

**Christopher Goldston:** Mystic Legend, Ragtag Rag, Sky at Dawn, So Goes the Moon, Turbocharged

**Claudette Hudelson:** Scherzetto

**C.S. Wolf:** Chestnut the Gerbil

**David Karp:** Arabesque, Brady’s Beat, First Etude, More Solo Souvenirs, Toccata in D Minor

**Diane Goolkasian Rahbee:** Concertino No. 1 Op. 82

**Elizabeth W. Greenleaf:** Cat On The Prowl, Flight of the Witches, Little Prelude, New Orleans Nocturne, Raindrops in the Garden Pool, Sonatina for the Wiregrass, The Fountain, Waltz in A Minor

**Jenny Whitley:** Conquistador

**Jessica Lynne Ordaz:** Carnival Clown

**Judith R. Strickland:** All Aboard!, Animal Suite, Forget Me Not, Four Easy Sonatinas, Join the Parade, Petite Prelude

**John Robert Poe:** Please Feed The Animals

**Karen Ann Krieger:** Magic Mountain, Rain Ripples
Kathleen Massoud: Emerald Toccata, Marshmallow Rag, Nana’s Lullaby, Spanish Nocturne
Kathy Holmes: Rag-A-Taggle
Kristen Polhamus: Trick-or-Treat Night!
Lois Rehder Holmes: The Tennis Match
Lucy W. Warren: Prairie Sunset, The Sultan’s Ride
Martin Cuellar: A Touch Of A Dream, Berceuse, Fiesta Mexicana, Scherzo, Theme and Variations on Gute Nacht
Mary Ann Sheldon: Springtime, The Vagabond
Mary K. Sallee: Tarantella
Maureen May: Fairy Lights, Skippin’ Rocks, Slapstick
Nancy Lau: Winter Dream
Pat Boozer: An Enchanted Castle
Rebecca A. Pulju: Time to Get Up Rag
Reed Burkholder: A Little Scherzo, Mad Max’s March
Sarah Miller: A Thief In The Night
Sandy Gordon: Blues For Mother’s Shoes
Stephanie J. Wilburn: Cloning Around
Steve Nethrenberg: Storm at Sea, The Giraffe Who Liked Mozart
Wynn-Ann Rossi: A Day In The Life Of A Dog, A Trip Through The Rainforest, Ghostrider, Memories of Midnight, Metamorphosis, Olympic Fanfare, Quartal Scherzo, Wild Columbine Waltz, Wind Chimes
Melody Bober: Calliope Rag, Cyclone!, From the Emerald Isle, Jalapeno Rag, Jazzy Rags, Jukebox Boogie, March Macabre, Midnight Escapade, Pikes Peak Rag, Prehistoric Processional, Rushing River, Shadows on the Moon, Snowfest, Sparkling Stream, Standing Ovations, Suite in C, Tarantella Viva!

COLLECTIONS
The Festival Collection Book 3
  Highwayman’s Tune – Bela Bartok p.58
  Play it Again – Christopher Norton p.59
  Machines on the Loose – Kevin Olson p. 60
  Five Variations on a Russian Folk Son (Op. 51, No. 7) – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 62
  The Elegant Toreador – Seymour Bernstein p. 66
  Waltz (Op. 105, No. 7) – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 68
  Little Shepherd – Samuel Maykapar p. 70
  Playing Soldiers (Op. 31, No. 4) – Vladimir Rebikov p. 71
  Waves – Emma Lou Diemer p. 72

The Festival Collection Book 4
  Elephant Tune – Nina Perry p. 76
  Tango in C Minor – Martin Kutnowski p. 77
  Song of the Range Rider – George Frederick McKay p. 78
  Prelude (Op. 138) – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 79
  Two Roosters – Sergey Razorenov p. 80
  Daydreaming – Timothy Brown p. 82
  Rustic Dance (Op. 24 No. 1) – Paul Creston p. 84
  Ivan’s Song – Aram Khachaturian p. 86
Oriental Flower – Christopher Norton p. 88

The Festival Collection Book 5
  Evening at the Village – Bela Bartok p. 74
  Le petit negre – Claude Debussy p. 77
  The Banjo Player – Fritz Kaylor p. 80
  First Gymnopedie – Erik Satie p. 82
  Russian Dance – Alexandre Tansman p. 86
  Play: for Piano – Andrei Eshpai p. 88
  Caravan – Alexei Machavariani p. 90
  Moonlit Meadows (Op. 65 No. 12) – Sergie Prokofiev p. 92
  Toccatina No. 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 94

Composers Showcase Books 1, 2, and 3 – Various Composers
FJH Solo Standouts Book 2 – Various Composers
Focus on Jazz Series
In Recital Throughout the Year; Volumes 1 and 2, Books 3-5 – Various Composers
Written for You Piano Solo Collections Book 3 – Various Composers
Spotlight Piano Solo Collections Books 2 and 3 – Various Composers
The Best of Timothy Brown Books 1 and 2 – Timothy Brown
Can You Imagine, Book 1 – Timothy Brown
In Style! Books 1-3 – Timothy Brown
The Best of Kevin Olson Book 2 – Kevin Olson
Showcase Solos, Books 1 and 2 – Kevin Olson
My Kind of Music Book 3 – Kevin Olson
In The Key of Jazz Books 1 and 2 – Kevin Olson and Edwin McLean
Winter Portraits – Kevin Costley
Be a Star! Book 3 – Kevin Costley
Summer Portraits – Kevin Costley
Romantic Portraits – Kevin Costley
Together at the Piano Book 4 – Edwin McLean
Miniatures Book 2 – Edwin McLean
24 Expressions – Robert Schultz
7 Sketches - Robert Schultz
A Musical Collage Books 1 and 2 – Emilie Lin
An American Portrait– Valerie Roth Roubos
Animal Suite – Judith R. Strickland
At the Seashore Volumes 1 and 2 – Bruce Berr
Best Liked Solos – Reed Burkholder
Echoes, Pictures, Riddles, and Tales for Piano Solo – Martin Kutnowski
Expressive Etudes Book 3 – Suzanne W. Guy
Fantastic Fingers, Books 3 and 4 – Christopher Goldston
Gumshoes – Jason Sifford
In the Romantic Style - Andrey Komanetsky
Jazz and Blues Books 1, 2, and 3 – Robert Schultz
Jazz Piano Projects – Ann Collins
Let’s Go Solo! Books 1 and 2 – David Karp
Magic Suite – Judith R. Strickland
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volume 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Musical Moods – Rebecca A. Pulju
Musical Treasures Volume 1 – Andrey Komanetsky
On Stage! Book 3 – Christopher Goldston
Piano Album – Dimitar Ninov
Picture This! Books 2 and 3 – Valerie Roth Roubos
Preludes, Volume 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Reaching Out, for Solo Piano – Emma Lou Diemer
Scenes from the Great Plains – Valerie Roth Roubos
Signature Solos – David Karp
Solo Souvenirs – David Karp
Sound World Volumes 1 and 2 – Stan Applebaum
Student Favorites, Books 1, 2, and 3 – Carolyn Miller
Student Hits – Carolyn Miller
Surprising Solos, Books 1 and 2 – Wynn-Anne Rossi
Travel Tunes - Valerie Roth Roubos
Watch My Fingers Rock! – John Burson
Watch Out! And Other Solos – Rebecca A. Pulju
Watercolors for Ten Fingers - Martin Kutnowski
Just for Fun, Books 1 and 2 – Melody Bober

Alfred Publishing Company

Collections
Kaleidoscope Solos, Books 4 and 5: George
Seasons – Goldston
Six Piano Pictures – Hageman
Adventures in Style – Lynn Freeman Olson
Pop Goes the Piano, Book 2 – Lynn Freeman Olson
The New Virtuoso, Book 1 – Catherine Rollin

Other Collections
Album for the Young Opus 25 – Karganov
Eckstein: Rhapsodie, Suite for Piano, Prelude
Adventures in Style – Lynn Freeman Olson
Pop Goes the Piano, Book 2 - Lynn Freeman Olson

Miniatures Volume 2 – Schonthal
Adventures in Style – Lynn Freeman Olson
Pop Goes the Piano, Book 2 - Lynn Freeman Olson

Solo Pieces
Eckstein: Rhapsodie, Suite for Piano, Prelude
Franck: Song for the Creuse, Puppet’s/Doll’s Complaint, Noel Angevin
Burnam – Echoes of Gypsies, The Ride of Paul Revere
Ehrhardt – Blue Ballad
Gillock – By A Sylvian Lake, Carnival in Rio, Castanets, Fountains in the Rain, Goldfish
Junior Division (7th – 9th grade)

The FJH Music Company
Solo Pieces


Kevin Olson: American Scenes, Call of the Meadowlark, Concerto Bravo, Seven of Hearts, River Rhythms, Rockin’ the Boat, Oquirrh Mountains Shining, Meteor Showers, Mountain Memories, Sonatina in Colors, Sonatina in Flights, Tango Argentino, The Troubadour, Sonatina in Seasons

Kevin Costley: A New Beginning, Symphony of Spring

Mary Leaf: Above the Star, Danze de la Tierra Buena, Fantasia, Fantasy in A Minor, Flight of the Mourning Dove, Lullaby for Willow, Sea Voyage, Serenidad, The Winds of Change, Warm Summer Rain

Edwin McLean: Nouvelle Etude

Barbara Martyska: Russian Legend

Diane Goolkasian Rahbee: Concertino No. 1 Op. 82

Elizabeth W. Greenleaf: Waltz in A Minor

Gretchen Heller: Ballad of the Matador, Tale of the Tempest, Valse in A Minor

Lauren Bernofsky: Australian Suite

Lucy W. Warren: Celestial Journey

Martin Cuellar: Nocturne (Nightfall in Tossa de Mar), Toccata, Vals Romantico

Mary K. Sallee: Coconuts!, Tarantella

Myra Brooks-Turner: Midnight Sonatina Op. 70 No. 15, Sundown Op. 72 No. 8

Steve Nethrenberg: Cascade

Tina Voorhees: One Shining Star

W.T. Skye Garcia: On A Summer’s Night

Wynn-Ann Rossi: An Alaskan Tour, Diamonds on the Water, Metamorphosis


COLLECTIONS

The Festival Collection Book 4

Elephant Tune – Nina Perry p. 76

Tango in C Minor – Martin Kutnowski p. 77

Song of the Range Rider – George Frederick McKay p. 78

Prelude (Op. 138) – Diane Goolkasian Rahbee p. 79

Two Roosters – Sergey Razorenov p. 80
Daydreaming – Timothy Brown p. 82
Rustic Dance (Op. 24 No. 1) – Paul Creston p. 84
Ivan’s Song – Aram Khachaturian p. 86
Oriental Flower – Christopher Norton p. 88

The Festival Collection Book 5
Evening at the Village – Bela Bartok p. 74
Le petit negre – Claude Debussy p. 77
The Banjo Player – Fritz Kaylor p. 80
First Gymnopedie – Erik Satie p. 82
Russian Dance – Alexandre Tansman p. 86
Play: for Piano – Andrei Eshpai p. 88
Caravan – Alexei Machavariani p. 90
Moonlit Meadows (Op. 65 No. 12) – Sergie Prokofiev p. 92
Toccatina No. 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee p. 94

The Festival Collection Book 6
Rondo Toccata Op. 60, No. 4 – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 90
No fundo do meu quintal (Deep in my Backyard) – Heitor Villa-Lobos p. 94
To the Rising Sun Op. 4, No. 1 – Trygve Torjussen p. 96
Joc cu bata (Stick Dance) – Bela Bartok p. 98
Golden Leaves – Dimitar Ninov p. 100
On the Farm – Bohuslav Martinu p. 102
Run, Run! – Octavio Pinto p. 105
Busy Toccata – Emma Lou Diemer p. 110
Moment Sérieux – Alexandre Tansman p. 113
Petit Musique Op. 33, No. 8 – Florent Schmitt p. 114

The Festival Collection Book 7
O Polichinello – Heitor Villa-Lobos p. 96
Galop Final – Alfredo Casella p. 100
Fantastic Dance No. 1 – Dmitri Shostakovich p. 102
Playera Op. 5 No. 5 – Enrique Granados p. 104
Cris dans la rue – Federico Mompou p. 108
First Arabesque – Claude Debussy p. 111
Sonatina in C major for Piano Mvmt. I – Aram Khachaturian p. 116

Composers Showcase Book 3 – Various Composers
Contemporary Collage Book 3 – Various Composers
Focus on Jazz Series
Written for You Piano Solo Collections Book 3 – Various Composers
In Recital Throughout the Year Volumes 1 and 2, Books 4, 5, and 6
In Recital with Jazz, Blues, and Rags Volumes 1 and 2, Books 4, 5, and 6
In Style! Book 3 – Timothy Brown
Can You Imagine, Book 2 – Timothy Brown
In Style! Books 1, 2, and 3 – Timothy Brown
Silhouettes for Piano, Volume 1 – Timothy Brown
River Rhythms – Kevin Olson
My Kind of Music Book 1 – Kevin Olson
In The Key of Jazz Book 2 – Kevin Olson and Edwin McLean
More Romantic Portraits – Kevin Costley
Jazz Nocturnes Books 1 and 2 – Edwin McLean
Together at the Piano Book 5 – Edwin McLean
Solo-ettes – David Karp
Fantastic Fingers, Book 5 – Christopher Goldston
Outside the Box, Ten Contemporary Solos – Wynn-Anne Rossi and Kevin Olson
Piano Album – Dimitar Ninov
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volume 2 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Echoes, Pictures, Riddles, and Tales for Piano Solo – Martin Kutnowski
Preludes, Volume 1 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Expressive Etudes Book 4 – Suzanne W. Guy
Gumshoes - Jason Sifford
Let's Go Solo! Book 3 – David Karp
Intuitive Journeys – Wynne-Anne Rossi
Musical Moods – Rebecca Pulju
Reaching Out, for Solo Piano – Emma Lou Diemer
Preludes, Volumes 1 and 2 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Sound World Volumes 1 and 2 – Stan Applebaum
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volumes 1 and 2 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Watch My Fingers Rock! – John Burson
Watercolors for Ten Fingers – Martin Kutnowski
Jazzy Rags – Melody Bober

**Alfred Publishing Company**

**Solo Pieces**

Lynn Freeman Olson: Nocturne, The Fountain
Dennis Alexander: Planet Earth
Shostakovich - Prélude Op. 34/13, Prélude Op. 34/21, Prélude Op. 34/22

**Collections**

Bocetos: Bells of the Afternoon - Enrique Granados
Cuentos de la Juventud, Op. 1 - Enrique Granados
Thirty Piano Pieces for Young People, Op. 27 – Kabalevsky
Five Sets of Variations, Op. 51 – Kabalevsky
Four Rondos, Op. 60 - Kabalevsky
Gnossienes: 1 – 3 - Satie
Contemporary Album for the Young - Palmer

**Belwin Mills Publishing Company**

**Solo Pieces**

George Gershwin: Impromptu in Two Keys

**Collections**

Diversions – Dello Joio
Lyric Pieces for the Young – Dello Joio

**Boosey & Hawkes Publishing Company**

**Solo Pieces**

Dennis Agay: Serenata Burlesca, Dance Scherzo, Prelude to a Fairy Tale
Aaron Copland: Down a Country Lane, Sunday Afternoon Music, The Young Pioneers

Collections
- Seven Piano Pieces – Dennis Agay
- Three Moods - Aaron Copland
- Copland Piano Album – Aaron Copland
- Etudes and Polkas Book 3 – Martinu
- Children’s Dances – Kodaly
- Bagatelles Op. 6 Sz. 38 – Bela Bartok
- Mikrokosmos Volume IV Sz. 107 – Bela Bartok
- Rumanian Folk Dances Sz. 56 – Bela Bartok
- Ten Easy Piano Pieces Sz. 39 – Bela Bartok

Boston Publishing Company
Collections
- Sketches In Style – Butler

C. Fischer Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Gould: Americana, Night Song
- Hanson: Enchantment, The Bell, Clog Dance Op. 12
- Thompson: Song After Sundown, Little Prelude

Collections
- Twelve American Preludes – Ginastera
- For the First Time – Hanson
- Little Suite For Piano - Harris

Consolidated Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Aram Khachaturian: Armenian Dance, Sonatina 1959

Collections
- Adventures of Ivan – Aram Khachaturian
- Ten Pieces for the Young Pianist – Aram Khachaturian

Kjos Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Lacerda: Desafio, Cana verde, Valse

Collections
- Brinquedo de Roda – Villa Lobos
- 3 Maries – Villa Lobos
- Fascinatin’ Rhythms – Tony Caramia
- OK Jazz – Tony Caramia
- Jazz Moods – Tony Caramia
- Jazz Right Now – Tony Caramia

MCA Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Aram Khachaturian: Armenian Dance, Sonatina 1959

Collections
- Adventures of Ivan – Aram Khachaturian
- Ten Pieces for the Young Pianist – Aram Khachaturian
- Japanese Festival – Nakada
- The Children’s Day – Siegmeister
- At Home Alone – Starer
- Sketches in Color, Volume 1 - Starer

Peer International Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Francis Poulenc: Valse, Villageoises

Collections
- Suite Francais – Francis Poulenc
- Folk Preludes – Paul Bowels

Presser Publishing Company
Collections
- Pieces Enfantines, 1st degree and 2nd degree – Sancan

Schroeder & Gunther Publishing Company
Collections
- Birds - Bernstein

Schott Publishing Company
Solo Pieces

Summy-Birchard Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
- Gillock – Pinwheels, Etude in E Minor, Nocturne, Sleigh Bells in the Snow, Mirage
- Allen - Lament

Yorktown Publishing Company
Collections
- Bagatelles Op. 6 Sz. 38 – Bela Bartok
- Mikrokosmos Volume IV Sz. 107 – Bela Bartok
- Rumanian Folk Dances Sz. 56 – Bela Bartok
- Ten Easy Piano Pieces Sz. 39 – Bela Bartok
- Piano Pastels - Antheil

Willis Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Burnam – The Singing Fountain, Little Sagebrush All Around
  Ehrhardt – Blue Ballad
  Gillock – Pinwheels, Etude in E Minor, Nocturne, Sleigh Bells in the Snow, Mirage

Collections
  New Orleans Jazz Styles- Gillock
  More New Orleans Jazz Styles- Gillock
  Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles – Gillock
High School Division (10th – 12th grade)

The FJH Music Company

Solo Pieces

Timothy Brown: Serenade, Snow Dance, Sonatine (Les Piviones)
Kevin Olson: A Seafaring Suite, The Troubadour, Symphony of Spring
Kevin Costley: Symphony of Spring
Mary Leaf: The Winds of Change
David Karp: Scherzo in E Minor
Martin Cuellar: Toccata
Wynn-Anne Rossi: Star Sailing
Melody Bober: Romanze

COLLECTIONS

The Festival Collection Book 6

Rondo Toccata Op. 60, No. 4 – Dmitri Kabalevsky p. 90
No fundo do meu quintal (Deep in my Backyard) – Heitor Villa-Lobos p. 94
To the Rising Sun Op. 4, No. 1 – Trygve Torjussen p. 96
Joc cu bata (Stick Dance) – Bela Bartok p. 98
Golden Leaves – Dimitar Ninov p. 100
On the Farm – Bohuslav Martinu p. 102
Run, Run! – Octavio Pinto p. 105
Busy Toccata – Emma Lou Diemer p. 110
Moment sérieux – Alexandre Tansman p. 113
Petit Musique Op. 33, No. 8 – Florent Schmitt p. 114

The Festival Collection Book 7

O Polichinello – Heitor Villa-Lobos p. 96
Galop Final – Alfredo Casella p. 100
Fantastic Dance No. 1 – Dmitri Shostakovich p. 102
Playera Op. 5 No. 5 – Enrique Granados p. 104
Cris dans la rue – Federico Mompou p. 108
First Arabesque – Claude Debussy p. 111
Sonatina in C major for Piano Mvmt. I – Aram Khachaturian p. 116

The Festival Collection Book 8

Romance Op. 24 No. 9 – Jean Sibelius p. 118
Etude de Sonorite No. 1 – François Morel p. 124
Clair de Lune – Claude Debussy p. 128
The Cat and the Mouse – Aaron Copland p. 134
Rialto Ripples – George Gershwin / Will Donaldson p. 140
Minuet on the Name of Haydn – Maurice Ravel p. 144
Bulgarian Dance No. 2 – Bela Bartok p. 146

In Recital for the Advancing Pianist, Original Solos, Books 1 and 2 – Various Composers
In Recital for the Advancing Pianist Jazz and Blues – Various Composers
Silhouettes for Piano Volume 1 – Timothy Brown
In Style! Books 1, 2, and 3 – Timothy Brown
Jazz Nocturnes Volumes 1 and 2 – Edwin McLean
Twelve Etudes, Op. 39 – MacDowell / Busch
Echoes, Pictures, Riddles, and Tales for Piano Solo – Martin Kutnowski
Enrique Granados: Valses Poeticos – Enrique Granados
Expressive Etudes Books 5 and 6 – Suzanne W. Guy
Intuitive Journeys – Wynne-Anne Rossi
Modern Miniatures for Piano Solo, Volumes 1 and 2 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Piano Album – Dimitar Ninov
Piano Sonata, Numbers 1-4 - Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Preludes, Volumes 1 and 2 – Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee
Reaching Out, for Solo Piano – Emma Lou Diemer
Watercolors for Ten Fingers – Martin Kutnowski
Woodland Sketches, Op. 51 - Edward MacDowell
Sound World Volumes 1 and 2 – Stan Applebaum

Alfred Publishing Company
Collections
    Pieces Espagnoles – De Falla

AMP Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
    John Adams: China Gates

Belwin Mills Publishing Company
Collections
    Suite for Piano – Dello Joio

Boosey & Hawkes Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
    Britten: Holiday Diary
    Aaron Copland: Night Thoughts, The Cat and the Mouse
    Ginastera: Rondo on Argentine Tunes
Collections
    15 Hungarian Peasant Songs Sz. 71 – Bela Bartok
    14 Bagatelles Op. 6 Sz. 38 – Bela Bartok
    Ostinato Sz. 107/VI/146 – Bela Bartok
    Romanian Folk Dances Sz. 56 – Bela Bartok
    6 Dances in Bulgarian Rhythms Sz. 107/VI/148-153 – Bela Bartok
    7 Sketches Op. 9 Sz. 44 – Bela Bartok
    4 Piano Blues – Aaron Copland
    5 Bagatelles – Ferguson
    Suite de Danzas Criollas – Ginastera
    Danzas Argentinas – Ginastera
    Etudes and Polkas Books 2 and 3 – Martinu
    Puppets, Books 1-3 - Martinu

European American Music Publishing Company
Collections
  Changing Faces – Ince and Singleton

C. Fischer Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Villa Lobos: Mintika, The Three Maries
Collections
  The Baby’s Family Book 1 – Villa Lobos

Dover Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Collections
  Preludes Op. 11 – Scriabin

Elkan Vogel Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Persichetti: Sonata No. 3, Sonata No. 8
Collections
  Poems for Piano II – Persichetti
  Three Toccatinas - Persichetti

GS Publishing Company
Collections
  4 Anniversairies – L. Berstein
  5 Anniversaries – L. Berstein
  7 Anniversaries – L. Bernstein

J. Fischer Publishing Company
Collections
  Three Chinese Pieces – Chasins

Kalmus Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
  Villa Lobos: Mintika, The Three Maries
Collections
  The Baby’s Family Book 1 – Villa Lobos

Leduc Publishing Company
Collections
  Histoires – Ibert

Marks Publishing Company
Collections
Three Bagatelles – A. Berger

Max Eschig Publishing Company

Solo Pieces
Honegger: Sarabande
Milhaud: Mazurka

Collections
Sept Pieces Breves – Honegger
Two Nocturnes and A Minuet – Satie
Maverick Pieces for Piano Op. 37 – Muczynski
Seven Preludes – Muczynski
Six Preludes Op. 6 – Muczynski

MCA Publishing Company

Solo Pieces
Dennis Agay: Serenata Burlesca, Sonata Hungarica
Khachaturian: Sonatina in C Major
Prokofiev: Gavotte Op. 32 No. 3

Collections
Mosaics – Dennis Agay
4 Preludes Op. 5 – Kabalevsky
Preludes Op. 38 – Kabalevsky
10 Pieces for the Young Pianist – Khachaturian
Vision Fugitives Op. 22 – Prokofiev
Episodes Op. 12 No. 2-7 and No. 10 – Prokofiev
Three Fantastic Dances Op. 5 – Shostakovich
24 Preludes Op. 34 – Shostakovich
Three Israeli Sketches – Starer

Mowbray Publishing Company

Collections
Characteristic Suite No. 3-5 – Smith

Witmark Publishing Company

Collections
4 Anniversaries – L. Berstein
5 Anniversaries – L. Berstein
7 Anniversaries – L. Bernstein

Schroeder & Gunther Publishing Company

Collections
Birds II No. 2 and No. 5-9 – S. Bernstein
**Universal Publishing Company**

Collections
- 7 Piano Pieces Op. 11 - Kodaly
- Ten Pieces – Kodaly
- 6 Little Piano Pieces Op. 19 - Schoenberg

**Salabert Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Francis Poulenc – Humoresque, Intermezzo No. 2, Suite in C Major
- B. Rubenstein – Whirling (Etude No. 2)

Collections
- Improvisations Collection No. 2 – Francis Poulenc
- Mouvements Perpetuals – Francis Poulenc
- Nocturnes – Francis Poulenc
- Suite Francais – Francis Poulenc

**Schott Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Turina : The Circus
- Hindemith : Sonata No. 2

Collections
- Turina Collection – Turina
- Klaviermusik Op. 37 No. 2 – Hindemith
- Ludus Tonalis - Hindemith

**Yorktown Publishing Company**

Collections
More Advanced

The FJH Music Company
Solo Pieces
Timothy Brown: Sonatine (Les Pivones)

COLLECTIONS
The Festival Collection Book 8
Romance Op. 24 No. 9 – Jean Sibelius p. 118
Etude de Sonorite No. 1 – François Morel p. 124
Clair de Lune – Claude Debussy p. 128
The Cat and the Mouse – Aaron Copland p. 134
Rialto Ripples – George Gershwin / Will Donaldson p. 140
Minuet on the Name of Haydn – Maurice Ravel p. 144
Bulgarian Dance No. 2 – Bela Bartok p. 146
Enrique Granados: Valses Poeticos – Enrique Granados
Twelve Etudes, Op. 39 – Edward MacDowell
Woodland Sketches, Op. 51 – Edward MacDowell

Alfred Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Barber: Nocturne
Khachaturian: Toccata

Collections
4 Piano Pieces – Various Composers
Excursions – Barber
Dream Images - Crumb

AMP Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Hindemith: Sonata No. 2

Belwin Mills Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Dello Joio: Sonata No. 3

Boosey & Hawkes Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Floyd: Sonata
Aaron Copland: Passacaglia, Sonata
Ginastera: Sonata No. 1

Collections
Suite Op. 14 Sz. 62 – Bela Bartok
Bagatelles Op. 6 Sz. 38 – Bela Bartok
Danzas Argentinas – Ginastera
**Boston Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Muxzynski: Toccata Op. 15

Collections
- Tow Piano Pieces in Antique Style – Mihaly
- Suite Op. 13 No. 1-6 – Muxzynski
- Four Pieces for the Piano - Nelhybel

**Dover Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Prokofiev: Sonata No. 2 Op. 14, Sonata No. 3 Op. 28, Sonata No. 4 Op. 29

Collections
- Episodes Op. 12 – Prokofiev

**Elkan Vogel Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Persichetti: Sonata No. 3 Op. 22, Sonata No. 5 Op. 37, Sonata No. 8 Op. 4

Collections
- Poems for Piano II – Persichetti
- Three Toccatinas - Persichetti

**J. Fischer Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Siegmeister: American Sonata

**Kalmus Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Toch: The Juggler

Collections
- The Baby’s Family Book 1 – Villa Lobos
- Preludes Op. 34 No. 5,9,15 - Shostakovich

**Kjos Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Oldham: Variations on a French Noel

**MCA Publishing Company**

Solo Pieces
- Kabalevsky: Rondo Op. 59
- Prokofiev: Sonata No. 2 Op. 14, Sonata No. 3 Op. 28, Sonata No. 4 Op. 29

Collections
- Preludes Op. 38 – Kabalevsky
- Episodes Op. 12 – Prokofiev

**Milan Publishing Company**
Solo Pieces

Dallapiccola: Quaderno Musicale di Annalibera: Sonatina Canonica

Suvini Zerboni Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Dallapiccola: Quaderno Musicale di Annalibera: Sonatina Canonica

Salabert Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Honegger: Prelude, Arioso, Fughette sur le nom de Bach, Toccata and Variations
Francis Poulenc: Caprice, Intermezzo, Melancholie, Napoli, Piece Breve sur le nom Roussel, Preto

Collections
Improvisations No. 7-10 - Francis Poulenc
Suite for Piano – Francis Poulenc
3 Novelettes – Francis Poulenc
Trois Pieces - Francis Poulenc

Schirmer Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Walker: Cantos for the End of Summer

Peters Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Peeters: Toccata Op. 51a

Yorktown Publishing Company
Solo Pieces
Scriabin: Poem Op. 31 No. 2